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We study particular sequences of rational matrix functions with poles outside the unit
circle. These Schur–Nevanlinna–Potapov sequences are recursively constructed based on
some complex numbers with norm less than one and some strictly contractive matrices.
The main theme of this paper is a thorough analysis of the matrix functions belonging to
the sequences in question. Essentially, such sequences are closely related to the theory of
orthogonal rational matrix functions on the unit circle. As a further crosslink, we explain
that the functions belonging to Schur–Nevanlinna–Potapov sequences can be used to
describe the solution set of an interpolation problem of Nevanlinna–Pick type for matricial
Schur functions.
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1. Introduction
Since the fundamental work of Szegő in the 1920s, orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle have been a basic tool in the
analysis of miscellaneous problems inmathematics and engineering. This topic was studied by several authors. For instance,
the important role of Szegő’s orthogonal polynomials for moment problems, numerical quadrature, approximation, and
interpolation as well as the application of these methods in engineering are today well elaborated (see, e.g., the books [1–4]
and for discussing the case of matrix polynomials [5–8]).
One of the recent and far-ranging generalizations of orthogonal polynomials that has emerged is the concept of
orthogonal rational functions (see, e.g., the books [9,10]). Probably the first work on this score was already done by
Djrbashian in the 1960s (see [11]). Some steps towards extending the theory of orthogonal rational functions on the unit
circle to thematrix case come across in [12–15]. The present paper is closely related to the line of investigation stated there.
The main objective here is in carefully studying certain sequences of rational matrix functions which are recursively
defined by a sequence of points belonging to the open unit disk (to arrange the poles) and a sequence of strictly contractive
matrices (as arbitrary parameters). The considerations below on these so-called Schur–Nevanlinna–Potapov (SNP for short)
sequences are actually motivated by the investigation on dual Szegő pairs of orthogonal rational matrix functions stated
in [15]. Moreover, the conception of SNP sequences is leaned on those in [16, Section 2] (see also [7, Section 3.7]), where the
special case of matrix polynomials is handled.
Roughly speaking, the dual Szegő pairs of rational functions analyzed in [15] are square matrix-valued functions, left
and right orthogonals with respect to a non-negative Hermitian matrix Borel measure on the unit circle. They satisfy some
recurrence relationswhich are very similar to the recurrence relations that are studied in this paper. Both kinds of recursions
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are given on the basis of a sequence of points in the open unit disk and an associated sequence of matrix-valued parameters.
In the case of Szegő pairs these (Szegő) parameters are square contractive matrices. In the present paper though, the
parameters are not square in general. Therefore, the SNP sequences considered below are rational matrix-valued functions
that need not be square in general. Moreover, the initial conditions of the recurrence relations here are unlike those in [15].
Since the recursions are very similar, onemight expect properties for SNP sequences that are very similar to the properties
of dual Szegő pairs. As an examplewe shall prove Christoffel–Darboux type relations andwe shall see that the SNP sequences
can be used to parameterize the solution set of an interpolation problem of Nevanlinna–Pick type, just like the dual Szegő
pairs could. However, we are here in a modified situation and the details of the properties are somewhat different. For
instance, the Christoffel–Darboux formulae lead to a characterization of SNP sequences which is much more coupled than
in the case of the similar result for dual Szegő pairs, where the two associated types of Szegő pairs can be separately
characterized by such formulae in a sense. In addition, there is also some kind of orthogonality behind the sequences studied
here, but not that straightforward as for dual Szegő pairs. It is our intention to explore this fact in a forthcoming paper.
A brief synopsis is as follows. In Section 2we introduce the central notations of this paper and explain some characteristics
about these. In doing so, we will reveal a multitude on interrelations between the rational matrix functions in question. Like
in the case of orthogonal functions (cf. [12,15]), in Section 3wewill see that the Christoffel–Darboux formulae are important
tools for studying SNP sequences of rational matrix functions. Roughly speaking, we get that these formulae are necessary
and sufficient for SNP sequences. Finally, in Section 4 we shall show that SNP sequences of rational matrix functions can be
used to describe the solution set of interpolation problems of Nevanlinna–Pick type for matrix-valued Schur functions in
the non-degenerate case. In particular, based on SNP sequences, we point out the well-known fact that the solution set of
such kind of interpolation problems can be parameterized by linear fractional matrix transformations.
Of course, the parameterization of the solution set by linear fractionalmatrix transformations does not come as a surprise.
In the literature much more general settings of interpolation problems can be found which lead particularly to descriptions
of this set (see, e.g., [17–21]). Our primary point of concern lies in the approach and the thorough analysis of the rational
matrix functions which leads to the descriptions presented here. Thereby, the essential feature is the close relationship with
the theory of orthogonal rational matrix functions on the unit circle. In particular, the present paper is a contribution to
clarify that also in the matrix case this theory is related to interpolation problems of Nevanlinna–Pick type like the classical
Szegő theory of orthogonal polynomials is related to certain Taylor coefficient problems (see, e.g., [22]).
2. SNP pairs of rational matrix functions
Throughout this paper, let p and q be positive integers. Let D := {w ∈ C : |w| < 1} and T := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} be the
unit disk and the unit circle of the complex plane C.
In this section, we give some fundamental information on SNP sequences of rational matrix functions. In fact, we
introduce and begin to study particular sequences of rational matrix-valued functions defined by a sequence of points
belonging to D and a sequence of strictly contractive p × q matrices. Recall that a complex p × q matrix A is said to be
contractive (resp., strictly contractive) if Iq−A∗A is a non-negative (resp., positive) Hermitian matrix, where Iq stands for the
identity matrix of size q× q.
The definition of SNP sequences is motivated by the studies in [15] on dual pairs of orthogonal rational matrix functions
on the unit circle. The results of the present section can also be seen as a rational extension of the matrix polynomial case
treated in [16, Section 2] and as a matrix extension of the scalar rational case discussed in [23, Section 3].
Henceforth, let N0 and N denote the set of all non-negative integers and the set of all positive integers, respectively.
Moreover, let τ ∈ N0 or τ = ∞. If j ∈ N0 then Nj,τ stands for the set of all integers k satisfying j ≤ k ≤ τ .
For a fixed sequence (αj)τj=0 of points belonging toD and some k ∈ N0,τ the notation R˘α,k stands for the space of rational
functions x that admit for some complex polynomial πk of degree not greater than k the representation
x = πk
πα,k+1
,
where πα,k+1 is the polynomial of degree not greater than k+ 1 given by
πα,k+1(v) =
k∏
j=0
(1− αjv), v ∈ C.
Let k ∈ N0,τ . Then R˘p×qα,k denotes the set of all complex p × qmatrix functions whose entries belong to R˘α,k. Furthermore,
we use (with 1
0
:= ∞) the settings
Pα,k :=
k
j=0

1
αj

and Zα,k :=
k
j=0

αj

.
Note that Zα,k ⊂ D so that D ∪ T ⊂ C \ Pα,k.
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The following transform of a rational matrix-valued function into another rational function plays a key role in what
follows (cf. [9,23,12,15]). For each X ∈ R˘p×qα,k , the notation X [α,k] (with respect to X and α0, α1, . . . , αk) stands for the rational
matrix-valued function which is uniquely determined via the formula
X [α,k](v) = 1
v
Bα,k(v)

X
1
v
∗
, v ∈ C \ (Pα,k ∪ Zα,k ∪ {0}), (1)
where Bα,k denotes the Blaschke product (of degree k+ 1) in reference to the underlying points α0, α1, . . . , αk, i.e.
Bα,k(v) :=
k∏
j=0
bαj(v) (2)
with
bαj(v) :=
 v if αj = 0,αj|αj| αj − v1− αjv if αj ≠ 0. (3)
In doing so, A∗ stands for the adjoint matrix of a complexmatrix A. Wewill also use the notation A
1
2 for the non-negative
Hermitian square root of a non-negative Hermitian matrix A and A−
1
2 = (A−1) 12 = (A 12 )−1 for its inverse.
Let (αk)τk=0 be a sequence of points belonging to D and let (Fk)
τ
k=0 be a sequence of strictly contractive p × q matrices.
Then we define sequences of rational matrix-valued functions (Ok)τk=0 and (Qk)
τ
k=0 by
O0(v) :=

1− |α0|2
1− α0v (Iq − F
∗
0F0)
− 12 F∗0, Q0(v) :=

1− |α0|2
1− α0v (Ip − F0F
∗
0)
− 12 (4)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0 and recursively via
Ok(v) := dk 1− αk−1v1− αkv (Iq − F
∗
kFk)
− 12

bαk−1(v)Ok−1(v)+ F∗kQ [α,k−1]k−1 (v)

,
Qk(v) := dk 1− αk−1v1− αkv

bαk−1(v)Qk−1(v)+ O[α,k−1]k−1 (v)F∗k

(Ip − FkF∗k)−
1
2
for each k ∈ N1,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k, where
dk :=

1− |αk|2
1− |αk−1|2 . (5)
We call [(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0] the first SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0. Similarly, we bring in
(Pk)τk=0 and (Rk)
τ
k=0 by
P0(v) :=

1− |α0|2
1− α0v (Iq − F
∗
0F0)
− 12 , R0(v) :=

1− |α0|2
1− α0v F
∗
0(Ip − F0F∗0)−
1
2 (6)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0 and recursively via
Pk(v) := dk 1− αk−1v1− αkv (Iq − F
∗
kFk)
− 12

bαk−1(v)Pk−1(v)+ F∗kR[α,k−1]k−1 (v)

,
Rk(v) := dk 1− αk−1v1− αkv

bαk−1(v)Rk−1(v)+ P [α,k−1]k−1 (v)F∗k

(Ip − FkF∗k)−
1
2
for each k ∈ N1,τ and each v ∈ C\Pα,k.We call [(Pk)τk=0, (Rk)τk=0] the second SNP pair of rationalmatrix functions corresponding
to (αk, Fk)τk=0.
We remark that the recurrence relations of SNP pairs of rational matrix functions are closely related to those of dual pairs
of orthogonal functions discussed in [15]. More precisely, they have a similar shape, but the initial conditions are different
and the functions here are not squarematrices in general. In fact, we have Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k , Qk ∈ R˘p×pα,k , Pk ∈ R˘q×qα,k , and Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k
for each k ∈ N0,τ . Moreover, in the scalar situation p = q = 1 the identities Ok = Rk and Pk = Qk hold for each k ∈ N0,τ .
These scalar rational functionswere studied in [23], whereas the particular case of polynomials (i.e. the special choiceαk = 0
for every k ∈ N0,τ ) already occurred in the classical papers [24,25] of Schur.
For a strictly contractive p× qmatrix S, we use from now on the notation
HS :=

(Ip − SS∗)− 12 S(Iq − S∗S)− 12
S∗(Ip − SS∗)− 12 (Iq − S∗S)− 12

. (7)
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In view of (7) and [7, Lemma 1.1.12], by setting
2k(v) :=

bαk(v)Qk(v) O
[α,k]
k (v)
bαk(v)Rk(v) P
[α,k]
k (v)


resp., 4k(v) :=

bαk(v)Pk(v) bαk(v)Ok(v)
R[α,k]k (v) Q
[α,k]
k (v)
 (8)
and (for technical reasons)
ηk :=
 −1 if αk = 0,αk|αk| if αk ≠ 0, (9)
for each k ∈ N0,τ , the recursion formulae above can be paraphrased as
2k(v) =

1− |αk|2
1− |αk−1|2
1− αk−1v
1− αkv 2k−1(v)
2k(v)
resp., 4k(v) =

1− |αk|2
1− |αk−1|2
1− αk−1v
1− αkv
4k(v)4k−1(v) (10)
for each k ∈ N1,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k, where
2k(v) := HFk bαk(v)Ip 00 ηkηk−1 Iq


resp., 4k(v) := bαk(v)Iq 00 ηkηk−1Ip

HF∗k
 (11)
with the short notation 0 for the zero matrix of appropriate size. For later reference we use (11) also for k = 0, setting by
definition η−1 := −1.
Proposition 2.1. Let τ ∈ N or τ = ∞, let (Fk)τk=0 be a sequence of strictly contractive p× q matrices, let (αk)τk=0 be a sequence
of points belonging to D, and let
ck := 1− αkαk−1
(1− |αk|2)(1− |αk−1|2)
, k ∈ N1,τ .
Furthermore, let (Ok)τk=0 and (Qk)
τ
k=0 be sequences of functions such that O0, Q0 are defined as in (4) and that Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k and
Qk ∈ R˘p×pα,k for all k ∈ N1,τ . Then [(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0] is the first SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0
if and only if, for each k ∈ N1,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k, the following backward recurrence relations hold:
ηkηk−1Ok(v)− F∗kQ [α,k]k (v) = ck

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

(Iq − F∗kFk)
1
2Ok−1(v),
ηkηk−1Qk(v)− O[α,k]k (v)F∗k = ck

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

Qk−1(v)(Ip − FkF∗k)
1
2 .
Moreover, if (Pk)τk=0 and (Rk)
τ
k=0 are sequences so that P0, R0 are given by (6) and that Pk ∈ R˘q×qα,k and Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k for all k ∈ N1,τ .
Then [(Pk)τk=0, (Rk)τk=0] is the second SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0 if and only if, for each
k ∈ N1,τ and v ∈ C \ Pα,k, the following relations hold:
ηkηk−1Pk(v)− F∗kR[α,k]k (v) = ck

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

(Iq − F∗kFk)
1
2 Pk−1(v),
ηkηk−1Rk(v)− P [α,k]k (v)F∗k = ck

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

Rk−1(v)(Ip − FkF∗k)
1
2 .
Proof. Let k ∈ N1,τ and let v ∈ C \ Pα,k. By virtue of (8), (11), and [7, Lemma 1.1.12 and Lemma 3.6.32], we get that (10) is
equivalent to the relation
Qk(v) ηkηk−1O[α,k]k (v)
Rk(v) ηkηk−1P [α,k]k (v)

H−Fk = dk
1− αk−1v
1− αkv 2k−1(v)
resp., H−F∗k

Pk(v) Ok(v)
ηkηk−1R[α,k]k (v) ηkηk−1Q
[α,k]
k (v)

= dk 1− αk−1v1− αkv 4k−1(v)

,
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where dk is given by (5). Hence, by considering the first column of2k−1(v) and the first row of4k−1(v), using
ηkηk−1
1− αkαk−1
1− |αk|2

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)
 = 1− αk−1v
1− αkv bαk−1(v),
one can finally conclude the assertion. 
Observe that the backward recurrence relations in Proposition 2.1 for the first SNP pair of rational matrix functions
corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0 have the same form as these for the second SNP pair of rational matrix functions. It comes
across an analogous concordance as in the case of the forward recursions defining such pairs. However, the size of the
matrix functions involved as well as the initial conditions (4) and (6) are different.
We present now a link of SNP pairs of rational matrix functions to Potapov’s J-theory (see, e.g., [26–28,21]).
As widely customary, if A and B are Hermitian matrices of the same size then A ≥ B (resp., A > B) means that A − B
is a non-negative (resp., positive) Hermitian matrix. Recall that if J is a complex r × r signature matrix (i.e. unitary and
Hermitian) with some r ∈ N then a complex r × r matrix A is called J-contractive (resp., strictly J-contractive, or J-unitary) in
the event of
J ≥ A∗JA

resp., J > A∗JA, or J = A∗JA

.
In our case we shall use the special (p+ q)× (p+ q) signature matrices
jpq :=

Ip 0
0 −Iq

and jqp :=

Iq 0
0 −Ip

.
Henceforth in this section, [(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0] (resp., [(Pk)τk=0, (Rk)τk=0]) stands for the first (resp., second) SNP pair of
rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0, where (αk)
τ
k=0 is some sequence of points belonging toD and (Fk)
τ
k=0
is some sequence of strictly contractive p× qmatrices. Furthermore, we use the notations given by (8) and (11).
Theorem 2.2. For each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
2k(v) =

1− |αk|2
1− αkv
Θ0(v)Θ1(v) · · ·Θk(v),
4k(v) =

1− |αk|2
1− αkv
Ξk(v)Ξk−1(v) · · ·Ξ0(v).
Moreover, if v ∈ D (resp., v ∈ T) then the matrix 1−αkv√
1−|αk|2
Θk(v) is jpq-contractive (resp., jpq-unitary) and 1−αkv√
1−|αk|2
4k(v) is
jqp-contractive (resp., jqp-unitary).
Proof. Let k ∈ N0,τ and let v ∈ C \ Pα,k. We prove the above expressions with respect to2k(v). A proof concerning4k(v)
is similar. As a consequence of (10) and the choice of O0, P0, Q0, and R0 given in (4) and (6) we obtain
2k(v) =

1− |αk|2
1− αkv
Θ0(v)Θ1(v) · · ·Θk(v). (12)
It remains to prove that if v ∈ D (resp., v ∈ T) then
jpq ≥

1− αkv
1− |αk|2
2k(v)
∗
jpq

1− αkv
1− |αk|2
2k(v)


resp., jpq =

1− αkv
1− |αk|2
2k(v)
∗
jpq

1− αkv
1− |αk|2
2k(v)

.
Taking [7, Lemma 1.3.13 and Lemma 3.6.32] and (11) into account, this follows immediately from (12) and the fact that if
v ∈ D (resp., v ∈ T) then
jpq ≥

bαj(v)Ip 0
0 uIq
∗
jpq

bαj(v)Ip 0
0 uIq


resp., jpq =

bαj(v)Ip 0
0 uIq
∗
jpq

bαj(v)Ip 0
0 uIq

for each j ∈ N0,k and some u ∈ T. 
In view of (8) and some well-known results on jpq-contractive matrices (see, e.g., [7, Theorem 1.6.1]), Theorem 2.2 yields
particularly the following result.
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Corollary 2.3. For each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ D ∪ T, the matrices Q [α,k]k (v) and P [α,k]k (v) are non-singular and the matrices
Q [α,k]k (v)
−1
R[α,k]k (v), bαk(v)Ok(v)

Q [α,k]k (v)
−1
, O[α,k]k (v)

P [α,k]k (v)
−1
, bαk(v)

P [α,k]k (v)
−1
Rk(v)
are strictly contractive.
Taking Corollary 2.3 into account, the next statement is an easy conclusion of Proposition 2.1 and (10) with v = αk−1.
Corollary 2.4. For every k ∈ N1,τ , the matrices Q [α,k]k (αk−1) and P [α,k]k (αk−1) are non-singular, the identities
F∗k = ηkηk−1Ok(αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
, F∗k = ηkηk−1

P [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
Rk(αk−1),
(Ip − FkF∗k)
1
2 = ηkηk−1
ck
Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
,
(Iq − F∗kFk)
1
2 = ηkηk−1
ck

P [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
P [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)
are satisfied, and particularly Fk = 0⇐⇒ Ok(αk−1) = 0⇐⇒ Rk(αk−1) = 0.
Note that, if we use the additional settings α−1 := 0, η−1 := −1, Q [α,−1]−1 (α−1) := Ip, and P [α,−1]−1 (α−1) := Iq then the
relations in Corollary 2.4 hold also for k = 0.
Proposition 2.5. For each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
4k(v)

0 Iq
−Ip 0

2k(v) = −ηk 1− |αk|
2
(1− αkv)2 Bα,k(v)

0 Iq
−Ip 0

,
where 2k(v) and 4k(v) are defined as in (8), the number ηk is given as in (9), and Bα,k(v) is given as in (2) with respect to
α0, α1, . . . , αk.
Proof. Let k ∈ N0,τ and let v ∈ C \ Pα,k. Furthermore, let η−1 := −1. A straightforward calculation yields the relation
bαj(v)Ip 0
0 ηjηj−1Iq

0 Iq
−Ip 0

bαj(v)Iq 0
0 ηjηj−1Ip

= ηjηj−1bαj(v)

0 Iq
−Ip 0

, j ∈ N0,k.
Using this in combination with the circumstance that [7, Lemma 1.1.12] implies
HF∗j

0 Iq
−Ip 0

HFj =

0 Iq
−Ip 0

, j ∈ N0,k,
based on the decomposition of2k(v) and4k(v) according to Theorem 2.2, one can finally conclude the assertion. 
The next result is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.5, (8), and
0 Iq
−Ip 0
−1
=

0 −Ip
Iq 0

.
Corollary 2.6. For each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ C \ (Pα,k ∪ Zα,k), the matrices2k(v),4k(v) are non-singular and
2k(v)
−1 = (1− αkv)2
ηk(1− |αk|2)Bα,k(v)
 −Q [α,k]k (v) R[α,k]k (v)
bαk(v)Ok(v) −bαk(v)Pk(v)

,

4k(v)
−1 = (1− αkv)2
ηk(1− |αk|2)Bα,k(v)
−P [α,k]k (v) bαk(v)Rk(v)
O[α,k]k (v) −bαk(v)Qk(v)

.
Taking (8) into account, Corollary 2.6 yields by considering the corresponding block entries and using a continuity
argument the identities below.
Corollary 2.7. For each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
Ok(v)Qk(v) = Pk(v)Rk(v), Q [α,k]k (v)O[α,k]k (v) = R[α,k]k (v)P [α,k]k (v),
P [α,k]k (v)Ok(v) = Rk(v)Q [α,k]k (v), O[α,k]k (v)Pk(v) = Qk(v)R[α,k]k (v),
bαk(v)

O[α,k]k (v)Ok(v)− Qk(v)Q [α,k]k (v)

= ηk 1− |αk|
2
(1− αkv)2 Bα,k(v)Ip,
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bαk(v)

Rk(v)R
[α,k]
k (v)− P [α,k]k (v)Pk(v)

= ηk 1− |αk|
2
(1− αkv)2 Bα,k(v)Iq,
bαk(v)

Ok(v)O
[α,k]
k (v)− Pk(v)P [α,k]k (v)

= ηk 1− |αk|
2
(1− αkv)2 Bα,k(v)Iq,
bαk(v)

R[α,k]k (v)Rk(v)− Q [α,k]k (v)Qk(v)

= ηk 1− |αk|
2
(1− αkv)2 Bα,k(v)Ip.
Sinceα0, α1 . . . , αk−1 are the zeros of the function Bα,k−1 if k ∈ N1,τ (cf. (2) and (3)), the last four equalities in Corollary 2.7
imply the following statement.
Corollary 2.8. For each k ∈ N1,τ and each j ∈ N0,k−1,
O[α,k]k (αj)Ok(αj) = Qk(αj)Q [α,k]k (αj), Rk(αj)R[α,k]k (αj) = P [α,k]k (αj)Pk(αj),
Ok(αj)O
[α,k]
k (αj) = Pk(αj)P [α,k]k (αj), R[α,k]k (αj)Rk(αj) = Q [α,k]k (αj)Qk(αj).
Remark 2.9. If F0 = 0 then obviously
O[α,0]0 (α0) = 0, R[α,0]0 (α0) = 0
and, for each k ∈ N1,τ , by using Corollary 2.8 in combination with detQ [α,k]k (α0) ≠ 0 and det P [α,k]k (α0) ≠ 0 which follows
by Corollary 2.3, one can inductively derive from the recurrence relations (use, e.g., (10)) that
O[α,k]k (α0) = 0, Qk(α0) = 0, R[α,k]k (α0) = 0, Pk(α0) = 0.
Proposition 2.10. For each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
detQk(v) =

1− |αk|2
1− αkv
p−q
det Pk(v),
detQ [α,k]k (v) =
−ηk1− |αk|2
1− αkv
p−q
det P [α,k]k (v).
Proof. To simplify notation, for each k ∈ N0,τ we set
rk(v) :=

1− |αk|2
1− αkv , v ∈ C \ Pα,k.
Because of (1), for each k ∈ N0,τ , one can see (cf. [12, Remark 2.6]) that
detQk(v) =

rk(v)
p−q
det Pk(v), v ∈ C \ Pα,k, (13)
is tantamount to
detQ [α,k]k (v) =
−ηkrk(v)p−q det P [α,k]k (v), v ∈ C \ Pα,k. (14)
Thus, we only have to prove one of them. If k = 0 then it follows from (4) and (6) by using some standard calculation rules
of determinants (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 1.1.8]) that
detQ0(v) =

r0(v)
p
det(Ip − F0F∗0)
=

r0(v)
p
det(Iq − F∗0F0)
= r0(v)p−q det P0(v)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0. Now we assume that, for some k ∈ N1,τ and for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k−1, we have the identity
detQk−1(v) =

rk−1(v)
p−q
det Pk−1(v) and hence
detQ [α,k−1]k−1 (v) =
−ηk−1rk−1(v)p−q det P [α,k−1]k−1 (v) (15)
as well. Let v ∈ D ∪ T. By Corollary 2.3 we know that Q [α,k−1]k−1 (v) and P [α,k−1]k−1 (v) are non-singular matrices, so that
Corollary 2.7 yields the identity
Ok−1(v)

Q [α,k−1]k−1 (v)
−1 = P [α,k−1]k−1 (v)−1Rk−1(v).
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Therefore, taking advantage of the recursions of SNP pairs of rational matrix functions (see (10)), some elementary
calculation rules of determinants, the setting
hk(v) :=

ηkηk−1
rk(v)
rk−1(v)
p
,
and (15) we obtain
detQ [α,k]k (v) = hk(v)
det

Ip + bαk−1(v)FkOk−1(v)

Q [α,k−1]k−1 (v)
−1
detQ [α,k−1]k−1 (v)
det(Ip − FkF∗k)
= hk(v)
det

Iq + bαk−1(v)

P [α,k−1]k−1 (v)
−1
Rk−1(v)Fk

detQ [α,k−1]k−1 (v)
det(Iq − F∗kFk)
= −ηk−1rk−1(v)p−qhk(v)detP [α,k−1]k−1 (v)+ bαk−1(v)Rk−1(v)Fk
det(Iq − F∗kFk)
= −ηkrk(v)p−q det P [α,k]k (v).
Since detQ [α,k]k , det P
[α,k]
k , and rk are rational functions, we can conclude (14). Hence, since (14) implies (13), for each k ∈ N0,τ
and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k the assertion is shown. 
In the square matrix case p = q, Proposition 2.10 leads in combination with the first both identities of Corollary 2.7, the
statement of regularity pointed out in Corollary 2.3, and a continuity argument to the following relations as well.
Corollary 2.11. If p = q then, for each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
detOk(v) = det Rk(v) and detO[α,k]k (v) = det R[α,k]k (v).
3. Christoffel–Darboux formulae
In this section, we show that, as in the case of orthogonal rational matrix functions (cf. [12, Section 5] and [15, Section 4]),
arbitrary SNP pairs of rational matrix functions fulfill Christoffel–Darboux formulae. In fact, we will see that these formulae
can be used to characterize SNP pairs of rational matrix functions (cf. [15, Section 5]). In particular, the following results
present matrix extensions of the scalar rational case discussed in [23, Sections 4 and 5].
To prove the Christoffel–Darboux formulae, we give first certain auxiliary identities. Here and in what follows,
[(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0] (resp., [(Pk)τk=0, (Rk)τk=0]) stands again for the first (resp., second) SNP pair of rational matrix functions
corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0, where (αk)
τ
k=0 is some sequence of points belonging to D and (Fk)
τ
k=0 is some sequence of
strictly contractive p× qmatrices. In view of (3), if j ∈ N0,τ and if v,w ∈ C \
 1
αj

, we also put
kαj(v,w) := 1− bαj(v)bαj(w) =
(1− |αj|2)(1− vw)
(1− vαj)(1− αjw) . (16)
Lemma 3.1. For all j ∈ N0,τ−1 and v,w ∈ C \ Pα,j+1, the following holds:
kαj(w, v)

Q [α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
Q [α,j+1]j+1 (w)−

Oj+1(v)
∗
Oj+1(w)

= kαj+1(w, v)

Q [α,j]j (v)
∗
Q [α,j]j (w)− bαj(v)bαj(w)

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)

,
kαj(v,w)

O[α,j+1]j+1 (v)

O[α,j+1]j+1 (w)
∗ − Qj+1(v)Qj+1(w)∗
= kαj+1(v,w)

O[α,j]j (v)

O[α,j]j (w)
∗ − bαj(v)bαj(w)Qj(v)Qj(w)∗,
kαj(w, v)

R[α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
R[α,j+1]j+1 (w)−

Pj+1(v)
∗
Pj+1(w)

= kαj+1(w, v)

R[α,j]j (v)
∗
R[α,j]j (w)− bαj(v)bαj(w)

Pj(v)
∗
Pj(w)

,
kαj(v,w)

P [α,j+1]j+1 (v)

P [α,j+1]j+1 (w)
∗ − Rj+1(v)Rj+1(w)∗
= kαj+1(v,w)

P [α,j]j (v)

P [α,j]j (w)
∗ − bαj(v)bαj(w)Rj(v)Rj(w)∗,
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kαj(w, v)

Q [α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
R[α,j+1]j+1 (w)−

Oj+1(v)
∗
Pj+1(w)

= kαj+1(w, v)

Q [α,j]j (v)
∗
R[α,j]j (w)− bαj(v)bαj(w)

Oj(v)
∗
Pj(w)

,
kαj(v,w)

O[α,j+1]j+1 (v)

P [α,j+1]j+1 (w)
∗ − Qj+1(v)Rj+1(w)∗
= kαj+1(v,w)

O[α,j]j (v)

P [α,j]j (w)
∗ − bαj(v)bαj(w)Qj(v)Rj(w)∗.
Proof. Using the line of argument as stated for [15, Lemma4.1] in the context of orthogonal rationalmatrix-valued functions
(see also [23, Lemma 4.1]), the assertion follows by a straightforward calculation from (10). We give an example of that by
proving the first identity. Let j ∈ N0,τ−1 and let v,w ∈ C \ Pα,j+1. Because of (16) we have
kαj+1(w, v) = kαj(w, v)
(1− |αj+1|2)(1− αjv)(1− αjw)
(1− |αj|2)(1− αj+1v)(1− αj+1w)
and (7) implies (HF∗j+1)
∗ jqpHF∗j+1 = jqp (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 3.6.32]). Thus, by considering the lower p × (q + p) row of
4j+1(v)
∗
and the right (q+ p)× p column of4j+1(w)we get
kαj(w, v)

Q [α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
Q [α,j+1]j+1 (w)−

Oj+1(v)
∗
Oj+1(w)

= − kαj(w, v)

Oj+1(v)
ηj+1ηjQ [α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
jqp

Oj+1(w)
ηj+1ηjQ [α,j+1]j+1 (w)

= − kαj+1(w, v)

bαj(v)Oj(v)
Q [α,j]j (v)
∗
jqp

bαj(w)Oj(w)
Q [α,j]j (w)

= kαj+1(w, v)

Q [α,j]j (v)
∗
Q [α,j]j (w)− bαj(v)bαj(w)

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)

,
which is the first identity. 
Theorem 3.2. For all k ∈ N0,τ and all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k, the following Christoffel–Darboux formulae hold:
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)
= Q [α,k]k (v)∗Q [α,k]k (w)− bαk(v)bαk(w)Ok(v)∗Ok(w)− 1− |αk|2(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Ip,
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0
Qj(v)

Qj(w)
∗
= O[α,k]k (v)

O[α,k]k (w)
∗ − bαk(v)bαk(w)Qk(v)Qk(w)∗ + 1− |αk|2(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Ip,
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0

Pj(v)
∗
Pj(w)
= R[α,k]k (v)∗R[α,k]k (w)− bαk(v)bαk(w)Pk(v)∗Pk(w)+ 1− |αk|2(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Iq,
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0
Rj(v)

Rj(w)
∗
= P [α,k]k (v)

P [α,k]k (w)
∗ − bαk(v)bαk(w)Rk(v)Rk(w)∗ − 1− |αk|2(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Iq,
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Pj(w) =

Q [α,k]k (v)
∗
R[α,k]k (w)− bαk(v)bαk(w)

Ok(v)
∗
Pk(w),

1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0
Qj(v)

Rj(w)
∗ = O[α,k]k (v)P [α,k]k (w)∗ − bαk(v)bαk(w)Qk(v)Rk(w)∗.
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Proof. In the case k = 0, the formulae follow immediately from the initial conditions (4) and (6) by using some elementary
properties of strictly contractive matrices (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 1.1.12]). Using Lemma 3.1, the proof follows by induction. As
an example we prove the first Christoffel–Darboux formula. Let v,w ∈ C \ Pα,0. According to (4) and (1), we have
O0(v)
∗
O0(w) = 1− |α0|
2
(1− α0v)(1− α0w)F0(Iq − F
∗
0F0)
−1F∗0
and 
Q [α,0]0 (v)
∗
Q [α,0]0 (w) =
1− |α0|2
(1− α0v)(1− α0w)(Ip − F0F
∗
0)
−1.
Hence, because
F0(Iq − F∗0F0)−1F∗0 = (Ip − F0F∗0)−1F0F∗0 = (Ip − F0F∗0)−1(F0F∗0 − Ip + Ip) = −Ip + (Ip − F0F∗0)−1,
we get
1− bα0(v)bα0(w)
 0−
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)
= 1− |α0|
2
(1− α0v)(1− α0w)F0(Iq − F
∗
0F0)
−1F∗0 − bα0(v)bα0(w)

O0(v)
∗
O0(w)
= Q [α,0]0 (v)∗Q [α,0]0 (w)− bα0(v)bα0(w)O0(v)∗O0(w)− 1− |α0|2(1− α0v)(1− α0w) Ip.
Thus, for the case k = 0 the first identity is verified. Now let k ∈ N1,τ and we assume that, for all ℓ ∈ N0,k−1 and all
v,w ∈ C \ Pα,ℓ, the formula
1− bαℓ(v)bαℓ(w)
 ℓ−
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)
= Q [α,ℓ]ℓ (v)∗Q [α,ℓ]ℓ (w)− bαℓ(v)bαℓ(w)Oℓ(v)∗Oℓ(w)− 1− |αℓ|2(1− αℓv)(1− αℓw) Ip
is already proved. Therefore, taking (16) into account, an application of the first equality in Lemma 3.1 implies
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)
= kαk(w, v)
kαk−1(w, v)

1− bαk−1(v)bαk−1(w)
 k−1
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)+ kαk(w, v)

Ok(v)
∗
Ok(w)
= kαk(w, v)
kαk−1(w, v)

Q [α,k−1]k−1 (v)
∗
Q [α,k−1]k−1 (w)− bαk−1(v)bαk−1(w)

Ok−1(v)
∗
Ok−1(w)

− kαk(w, v)
kαk−1(w, v)
1− |αk−1|2
(1− αk−1v)(1− αk−1w) Ip + kαk(w, v)

Ok(v)
∗
Ok(w)
= Q [α,k]k (v)∗Q [α,k]k (w)− Ok(v)∗Ok(w)− 1− |αk|2(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Ip
+ Ok(v)∗Ok(w)− bαk(v)bαk(w)Ok(v)∗Ok(w)
= Q [α,k]k (v)∗Q [α,k]k (w)− bαk(v)bαk(w)Ok(v)∗Ok(w)− 1− |αk|2(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Ip
firstly for v,w ∈ C\Pα,k satisfying vw ≠ 1. Applying a continuity argument one can get that this identity is actually fulfilled
for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k. 
Using the same argumentation as for orthogonal rational matrix functions (cf. [12, Section 7]), we may conclude from
the (first and fourth) Christoffel–Darboux formulae in Theorem 3.2 with v = w that the following holds (cf. Corollary 2.3).
Corollary 3.3. Let k ∈ N1,τ . For all v ∈ D ∪ T, the matrices Q [α,k]k (v) and P [α,k]k (v) are non-singular and Ok(v)

Q [α,k]k (v)
−1
and

P [α,k]k (v)
−1
Rk(v) are strictly contractive matrices.
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Remark 3.4. Let k ∈ N1,τ . Since X [α,k](αk) = 0 ⇐⇒ X ∈ R˘p×qα,k−1 for some function X ∈ R˘p×qα,k , it follows from Corollary 3.3
that Qk ∈ R˘p×pα,k \ R˘p×pα,k−1 and Pk ∈ R˘q×qα,k \ R˘q×qα,k−1. The case Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k−1 is possible (cf. Remark 2.9) and Theorem 3.2 implies
Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k−1 ⇐⇒
k−
j=0
Qj(v)

Qj(αk)
∗ = 1
1− αkv Ip, v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
⇐⇒
k−
j=0
Qj(αk)

Qj(αk)
∗ = 1
1− |αk|2 Ip
⇐⇒
k−
j=0
Rj(v)

Qj(αk)
∗ = 0, v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
⇐⇒
k−
j=0
Rj(αk)

Qj(αk)
∗ = 0.
Similarly, the case Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k−1 is possible and Theorem 3.2 shows
Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k−1 ⇐⇒
k−
j=0

Pj(αk)
∗
Pj(v) = 11− αkv Iq, v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
⇐⇒
k−
j=0

Pj(αk)
∗
Pj(αk) = 11− |αk|2 Iq
⇐⇒
k−
j=0

Pj(αk)
∗
Oj(v) = 0, v ∈ C \ Pα,k,
⇐⇒
k−
j=0

Pj(αk)
∗
Oj(αk) = 0.
Remark 3.5. Let k ∈ N1,τ . Based on the fifth or the sixth formula in the proof of Theorem3.2 (cf. the reasoning demonstrated
in
[12, Lemma 6.5]), for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k, one can derive that
P [α,k]k (v)Ok(v) = Rk(v)Q [α,k]k (v) and O[α,k]k (v)Pk(v) = Qk(v)R[α,k]k (v).
In the remaining part of this section we study now an inverse question to Theorem 3.2. Roughly speaking, we shall see
that the realization of Christoffel–Darboux formulae is in a way also a sufficient condition for systems of rational matrix
functions to be SNP sequences. First some useful information on the identities stated in Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.6. Let τ ∈ N or τ = ∞ and let (αk)τk=0 be a sequence of points belonging to D. Furthermore, let j ∈ N0,τ−1 and let
Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k , Qk ∈ R˘p×pα,k , Pk ∈ R˘q×qα,k , and Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k for k ∈ {j, j+ 1}. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The first (resp., third, or fifth) identity of Lemma 3.1 holds for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,j+1.
(ii) The second (resp., fourth, or sixth) identity of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied for all points v,w ∈ C \ Pα,j+1.
Proof. Taking (1) into account, the assertion follows by a straightforward calculation similar as [15, Lemma 5.2] in the
context of orthogonal rational matrix-valued functions (see also [23, Lemma 5.2]). As an example, we demonstrate this fact
on the basis of the first and the second identity in Lemma 3.1. If we fix the number v ∈ C \ Pα,j+1 then, in view of (16)
and forming the associated rational matrix functions with respect to the other variable w and the underlying j + 3 points
α0, α1, . . . , αj+1, αj in virtue of (1), one can see that the first identity of Lemma 3.1 is equivalent to the equality
bαj(w)− bαj(v)

Qj+1(w)Q [α,j+1]j+1 (v)− O[α,j+1]j+1 (w)Oj+1(v)

= bαj+1(w)− bαj+1(v)bαj(w)Qj(w)Q [α,j]j (v)− bαj(v)O[α,j]j (w)Oj(v)
for all v,w ∈ C\Pα,j+1. Since, by fixing now the numberw ∈ C\Pα,j+1 and forming the associated rationalmatrix functions
in virtue of (1), this relation is equivalent to
−kαj(v,w)

Qj+1(v)

Qj+1(w)
∗ − O[α,j+1]j+1 (v)O[α,j+1]j+1 (w)∗
= − kαj+1(v,w)

bαj(v)bαj(w)Qj(v)

Qj(w)
∗ − O[α,j]j (v)O[α,j]j (w)∗
for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,j+1. Therefore, we obtain finally the equivalence of the first and the second identity of Lemma 3.1. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let τ ∈ N or τ = ∞ and let (αk)τk=0 be a sequence of points belonging to D. Further, let (Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0, (Pk)τk=0,
and (Rk)τk=0 be sequences of rational matrix functions such that O0, Q0, P0, and R0 are defined by (4) and (6) and that Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k ,
Qk ∈ R˘p×pα,k , Pk ∈ R˘q×qα,k , and Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k for k ∈ N1,τ . The following statements are equivalent:
(i) For all j ∈ N0,τ−1 and v,w ∈ C \ Pα,j+1, the first (resp., second, third, fourth, fifth, or sixth) identity of Lemma 3.1 holds.
(ii) For all k ∈ N1,τ and all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k, the first (resp., second, third, fourth, fifth, or sixth) Christoffel–Darboux formula in
Theorem 3.2 is fulfilled.
Proof. By using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, one can inductively show that (i) implies (ii). It remains
to verify that (ii) implicates (i). This can be done similarly as explained for [15, Lemma 5.3] in the context of orthogonal
rational matrix-valued functions (see also [23, Lemma 5.3]). Exemplarily, we show this with respect to the first identity of
Lemma 3.1 and the first Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2. As already explained in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in
detail, (4) leads to the validity of the first Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2 for k = 0 and all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,0.
Moreover, with some k ∈ N1,τ , the first formula in Theorem 3.2 is satisfied for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k if and only if
1− bαk(v)bαk(w)
 k−1
j=0

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w) =

Q [α,k]k (v)
∗
Q [α,k]k (w)−

Ok(v)
∗
Ok(w)− 1− |αk|
2
(1− αkv)(1− αkw) Ip
for all v,w ∈ C\Pα,k. So, for all j ∈ N0,τ−1 and all v,w ∈ C\Pα,j+1, from (16) and the first formula in Theorem 3.2 it follows
kαj(w, v)

Q [α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
Q [α,j+1]j+1 (w)−

Oj+1(v)
∗
Oj+1(w)

= kαj(w, v)

Q [α,j+1]j+1 (v)
∗
Q [α,j+1]j+1 (w)−

Oj+1(v)
∗
Oj+1(w)

− kαj(w, v)
1− |αj+1|2
(1− αj+1v)(1− αj+1w) Ip + kαj(w, v)
1− |αj+1|2
(1− αj+1v)(1− αj+1w) Ip
= kαj(w, v)kαj+1(w, v)
j−
ℓ=0

Oℓ(v)
∗
Oℓ(w)+ kαj+1(w, v)
1− |αj|2
(1− αjv)(1− αjw) Ip
= kαj+1(w, v)

Q [α,j]j (v)
∗
Q [α,j]j (w)− bαj(v)bαj(w)

Oj(v)
∗
Oj(w)

.
Thus, regarding the first kind of identities it is shown that also (ii) yields (i). 
Theorem 3.8. Let τ ∈ N0 or τ = ∞, let (αk)τk=0 be a sequence of points belonging to D, and let (Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0, (Pk)τk=0, and
(Rk)τk=0 be sequences of rational matrix functions such that the following five conditions are satisfied:
(I) Ok ∈ R˘q×pα,k , Qk ∈ R˘p×pα,k , Pk ∈ R˘q×qα,k , and Rk ∈ R˘q×pα,k for each k ∈ N0,τ .
(II) If k ∈ N0,τ then the first or the second Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2 is fulfilled for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k.
(III) If k ∈ N0,τ then the third or the fourth Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2 is fulfilled for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k.
(IV) If k ∈ N0,τ then the fifth or the sixth Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2 is fulfilled for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,k.
(V) Q0(α0) ≥ 0 and P0(α0) ≥ 0 as well as the relations
ηkηk−1
1− αkαk−1

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
∗
Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1) ≥ 0,
ηkηk−1
1− αkαk−1 P
[α,k−1]
k−1 (αk−1)

P [α,k]k (αk−1)
∗ ≥ 0
are fulfilled for each k ∈ N1,τ .
Then, for each k ∈ N0,τ and each v ∈ D ∪ T, the matrices Q [α,k]k (v) and P [α,k]k (v) are non-singular and if we put
Fk := ηkηk−1

Ok(αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1∗
, k ∈ N0,τ ,
where α−1 := 0 and η−1 := −1, then [(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0] is the first SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to
(αk, Fk)τk=0 and [(Pk)τk=0, (Rk)τk=0] is the second SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0.
Proof. First, we remark that in view of the conditions (I), (II), (III), and (IV) an application of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.6 yields that
all Christoffel–Darboux formula stated in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied for all k ∈ N0,τ and all v,w ∈ C \Pα,k. We consider now
the case k = 0. From the first and the fifth Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2 it follows
O0(v)
∗
O0(w) =

Q [α,0]0 (v)
∗
Q [α,0]0 (w)−
1− |α0|2
(1− α0v)(1− α0w) Ip (17)
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and 
P0(w)
∗
O0(v) =

R[α,0]0 (w)
∗
Q [α,0]0 (v) (18)
for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,0. In particular, we can infer from (17) that the matrix Q [α,0]0 (v) is non-singular for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0
and that by setting
F0 := −η0

O0(0)

Q [α,0]0 (0)
−1∗
(19)
a strictly contractive p× qmatrix is defined. Similarly, using the fourth formula stated in Theorem 3.2 one can see that the
matrix P [α,0]0 (v) is non-singular for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0. Because of (I) there is a Q ∈ Cp×p such that
Q0(v) =

1− |α0|2
1− α0v Q (20)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0. Since (17) and (19) leads particularly to
Ip − F0F∗0 = (1− |α0|2)

Q [α,0]0 (0)

Q [α,0]0 (0)
∗−1
,
in view of (20), (1), and Q0(α0) ≥ 0 we get Q = (Ip − F0F∗0)−
1
2 , i.e.
Q0(v) =

1− |α0|2
1− α0v (Ip − F0F
∗
0)
− 12 (21)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,0. Moreover, (18) and (1) result in
P [α,0]0 (w)O0(v) = R0(w)Q [α,0]0 (v) (22)
for all v,w ∈ C \ Pα,0. Consequently, by virtue of (19) we have
F0 = −η0

P [α,0]0 (0)
−1
R0(0)
∗
which implies in combination with (22), (21), (1), and some elementary properties of strictly contractive matrices (see,
e.g., [7, Lemma 1.1.12]) then
O0(v) =

P [α,0]0 (0)
−1
R0(0)Q
[α,0]
0 (v)
= −η0 F∗0−η01− |α0|21− α0v (Ip − F0F∗0)− 12

=

1− |α0|2
1− α0v (Iq − F
∗
0F0)
− 12 F∗0 (23)
for each v ∈ C \Pα,0. Thus, the initial condition (4) is proved. Particularly for τ = 0 it is shown that [(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0] is the
first SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0. Now let τ ∈ N or τ = ∞ and let k ∈ N1,τ . Since the
assumptions include that the first and the fourth Christoffel–Darboux formula in Theorem 3.2 hold, we get that thematrices
Q [α,k]k (v) and P
[α,k]
k (v) are non-singular for each v ∈ D ∪ T and that
Fk := ηkηk−1

Ok(αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1∗
(24)
is a strictly contractive p× qmatrix (note Corollary 3.3). From (V) it follows
ηkηk−1
1− αkαk−1Q
[α,k−1]
k−1 (αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1 ≥ 0. (25)
In view of bαk−1(αk−1) = 0, from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.1 we obtain
Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
∗
Q [α,k]k (v)−

Ok(αk−1)
∗
Ok(v)
= 1− bαk−1(αk−1)bαk−1(v)Q [α,k]k (αk−1)∗Q [α,k]k (v)− Ok(αk−1)∗Ok(v)
= 1− bαk(αk−1)bαk(v)Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)∗Q [α,k−1]k−1 (v) (26)
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for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k. In particular, (26), (24), (16) and (25) lead to
(Ip − FkF∗k)
1
2 =

Ip −

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
∗−1
Ok(αk−1)
∗
Ok(αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1 12
=

(1− |αk|2)(1− |αk−1|2)
|1− αkαk−1|2 Q
∗
kQk
 1
2
= ηkηk−1
ck
Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
, (27)
whereQk := Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
andwhere ck is the nonzero number defined as in Proposition 2.1 (for technical
reasons). With a view to (1), the relation (26) implies
Qk(v)Q
[α,k]
k (αk−1)− O[α,k]k (v)Ok(αk−1) =

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

Qk−1(v)Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k. Consequently, an application of (24) and (27) yields
ηkηk−1Qk(v)− O[α,k]k (v)F∗k = ηkηk−1Qk(v)− ηkηk−1O[α,k]k (v)Ok(αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
= ηkηk−1

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

Qk−1(v)Q [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)

Q [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
= ck

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

Qk−1(v)(Ip − FkF∗k)
1
2 (28)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k. In addition, by the sixth Christoffel–Darboux formula stated in Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.7, and
bαk−1(αk−1) = 0 it follows that
O[α,k]k (v)

P [α,k]k (αk−1)
∗ − Qk(v)Rk(αk−1)∗ = 1− bαk(v)bαk(αk−1) O[α,k−1]k−1 (v)P [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)∗
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k. In view of (1), for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k, one can conclude
P [α,k]k (αk−1)Ok(v)− Rk(αk−1)Q [α,k]k (v) =

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

P [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1)Ok−1(v).
Thus, we see P [α,k]k (αk−1)Ok(αk−1) = Rk(αk−1)Q [α,k]k (αk−1) so that (24) results in
Fk = ηkηk−1

P [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
Rk(αk−1)
∗
and similar to (27) we attain
(Iq − F∗kFk)
1
2 = ηkηk−1
ck

P [α,k]k (αk−1)
−1
P [α,k−1]k−1 (αk−1).
To summarize the considerations after (28), in analogy to (28) we obtain
ηkηk−1Ok(v)− F∗kQ [α,k]k (v) = ck

bαk(v)− bαk(αk−1)

(Iq − F∗kFk)
1
2Ok−1(v) (29)
for each v ∈ C \ Pα,k. In the end, by virtue of (I), (21), (23), (28), (29), and Proposition 2.1 we get that [(Ok)τk=0, (Qk)τk=0]
is the first SNP pair of rational matrix functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)τk=0. A similar argumentation can be used for[(Pk)τk=0, (Rk)τk=0]. 
4. Descriptions of interpolation problems of Nevanlinna–Pick type in the non-degenerate case
In the present section, we show that SNP pairs of rational matrix functions can be used to describe the solution set of
interpolation problems of Nevanlinna–Pick type for matrix-valued Schur functions. The characterization of the solution set
as a linear fractional matrix transformation is by now very well known. In fact, the characterization of many far-reaching
generalizations of this case are known too and many different approaches to directional or tangential Nevanlinna–Pick
type interpolation problems for possibly operator-valued problems with or without extra constraints and with or without
allowing a finite number of poles inside the disk are available. For all of these the reader is referred to the vast literature.
Since we only include it for illustrative purposes we restrict ourselves to the simplest non-degenerate case in order not to
deviate too far from the main aim of this paper.
Recall that a function V : D→ Cp×q is called a p× q Schur function (in D) if V is holomorphic in D and if its values V (w)
are contractive for allw ∈ D. The notation Sp×q(D)will stand for the set of all p× q Schur functions (in D).
The interpolation problem in question is pointed out in the following.
Problem (MNP):
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Letm ∈ N0, let l0, l1, . . . , lm ∈ N0, let β0, β1, . . . , βm be mutually distinct points in D, and let Vkt be a complex p× qmatrix
for all t ∈ N0,lk and all k ∈ N0,m. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a V ∈ Sp×q(D) satisfying
1
t!V
(t)(βk) = Vkt , t ∈ N0,lk , k ∈ N0,m. (30)
Furthermore, describe the set S∆ of all p× q Schur functions V fulfilling (30).
With regard to Problem (MNP), we denote the given data by∆, i.e.
∆ :=

βk, lk, (Vkt)
lk
t=0
m
k=0

. (31)
Based on a function V ∈ Sp×q(D)we define similarly
∆[V ] :=

βk, lk,

1
t!V
(t)(βk)
lk
t=0
m
k=0

.
Furthermore, we put
n := m+
m−
k=0
lk.
The generalized Schwarz–Pick–Potapov block matrix (with respect to the data ∆) of size (n + 1)p × (n + 1)p (resp.,
(n+ 1)q× (n+ 1)q) is defined as
P∆ :=

Pjk
m
j,k=0

resp., P∆ := Pjkmj,k=0 ,
where the complex (lj + 1)p× (lk + 1)p (resp., (lj + 1)q× (lk + 1)q) matrices
Pjk :=

p(jk)st

s=0,1,...,lj
t=0,1,...,lk

resp., Pjk := p(jk)st  s=0,1,...,lj
t=0,1,...,lk

, j, k ∈ N0,m,
are determined by the entries
p(jk)st :=
min{s,t}−
r=0
(s+ t − r)!
(s− r)!r!(t − r)!
β t−rj βk
s−r
(1− βjβk)s+t−r+1
Ip
−
s−
ℓ=0
t−
h=0
min{ℓ,h}−
r=0
(h+ ℓ− r)!
(ℓ− r)!r!(h− r)!
βh−rj βk
h−r
(1− βjβk)h+ℓ−r+1
Vj,s−ℓV∗k,t−h

resp., p(jk)st := min{s,t}−
r=0
(s+ t − r)!
(s− r)!r!(t − r)!
βj
t−r
βs−rk
(1− βjβk)s+t−r+1
Iq
−
s−
ℓ=0
t−
h=0
min{ℓ,h}−
r=0
(h+ ℓ− r)!
(ℓ− r)!r!(h− r)!
βj
h−r
βh−rk
(1− βjβk)h+ℓ−r+1
V∗j,s−ℓVk,t−h

.
It is well known (see, e.g., [17, Section 5 in Chapter X], [19, Section 1.1 in Chapter 1], or [29, Theorem 2.1]), that there
exists a V ∈ Sp×q(D) fulfilling (30) if and only if P∆ ≥ 0 (resp.,P∆ ≥ 0). The considerations below are concentrated on
the non-degenerate case, i.e. the situation that P∆ > 0 (resp.,P∆ > 0). In particular, we will see that the solution set S∆ of
Problem (MNP) can be parameterized then by linear fractional matrix transformations, where elements of special SNP pairs
of rational matrix functions are involved.
With the interpolation points β0, β1, . . . , βm in the given data ∆ we form a sequence (αk)nk=0 in which βj appears
according to its multiplicity lj + 1 times for each j ∈ N0,m. For instance, we can choose αk := γk with
γk := βj if j+
j−1
r=0
lr ≤ k ≤
j−
r=0
lr , j ∈ N0,m. (32)
However, in the following, it is not essential that equal points are successors, i.e. for an arbitrary bijective mapping ℘ of
{0, 1, . . . , n} onto itself we can put
αk := γ℘(k), k ∈ N0,n. (33)
In what follows, [(Ok)nk=0, (Qk)nk=0] (resp., [(Pk)nk=0, (Rk)nk=0]) stands for the first (resp., second) SNP pair of rational matrix
functions corresponding to (αk, Fk)nk=0 with some sequence (Fk)
n
k=0 of strictly contractive p× qmatrices.
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Remark 4.1. In view of Corollary 2.3 and some elementary properties of strictly contractive matrices (see, e.g., [7, Re-
mark 1.1.2 and part (a) of Lemma 1.1.13]) one can conclude that, for all S ∈ Sp×q(D) and all w ∈ D, the complex matrices
P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)S(w) and Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)On(w) are both non-singular. Moreover, Corollary 2.3 implies in
combination with the second identity in Corollary 2.7 that by setting
V◦(w) := O[α,n]n (w)

P [α,n]n (w)
−1
, w ∈ D, (34)
a function belonging to Sp×q(D) is well defined, where
V◦(w) =

Q [α,n]n (w)
−1
R[α,n]n (w), w ∈ D.
Nowwe apply some basics on linear fractional matrix transformations (see, e.g., [27,28,7,21]). Like in [7, Section 1.6] we
use (occasionally for short) the following notation. If A ∈ Cp×p, B ∈ Cp×q, C ∈ Cq×p, D ∈ Cq×q, and
2 :=

A B
C D
 
resp., 4 :=

D C
B A

and if X ∈ Cp×q such that det(CX+ D) ≠ 0 (resp., det(XC+ A) ≠ 0) holds then we put
SΘ(X) := (AX+ B)(CX+ D)−1
resp., TΞ(X) := (XC+ A)−1(XD+ B)

.
(35)
Lemma 4.2. Let S ∈ Sp×q(D). Then the function V : D→ Cp×q given by
V (w) :=

O[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Qn(w)S(w)

P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)S(w)
−1
belongs to Sp×q(D), it admits for eachw ∈ D the representation
V (w) =

Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)On(w)
−1
R[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)Pn(w)

,
and ∆[V ] = ∆[V◦], where V◦ is the matrix function given by (34). Moreover, the matrices −Pn(w) + On(w)V (w) and
−Qn(w)+ V (w)Rn(w) are non-singular for eachw ∈ D \ Zα,n, whereby the function S can be recovered via
S(w) = 1
bαn(w)

R[α,n]n (w)− Q [α,n]n (w)V (w)

−Pn(w)+ On(w)V (w)
−1
, (36)
S(w) = 1
bαn(w)

−Qn(w)+ V (w)Rn(w)
−1
O[α,n]n (w)− V (w)P [α,n]n (w)

. (37)
Proof. Letw ∈ D. In addition to the definition of V , we use in the following
W (w) :=

Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)On(w)
−1
R[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)Pn(w)

.
In viewof Remark 4.1 and the choice ofV (resp.,W ) thismatrix-valued function is not onlywell defined but also holomorphic
in D, where we can also write
V (w) = SΘ(w)

S(w)
 
resp., W (w) = TΞ(w)

S(w)

,
by using (35) with
2(w) := 1− αnw
1− |αn|2

bαn(w)Qn(w) O
[α,n]
n (w)
bαn(w)Rn(w) P
[α,n]
n (w)


resp., 4(w) := 1− αnw
1− |αn|2

bαn(w)Pn(w) bαn(w)On(w)
R[α,n]n (w) Q
[α,n]
n (w)

.
Due to Theorem 2.2 the matrix Θ(w) is jpq-contractive (resp., 4(w) is jqp-contractive). Therefore, from [7, Theorem 1.6.1]
we see that V (w) (resp.,W (w)) is a contractive p× qmatrix, since S(w) is a contractive p× qmatrix. Hence, V (resp.,W )
belongs to Sp×q(D). Moreover, taking into account that V andW are particularly holomorphic in D and that Proposition 2.5
yields in combination with [7, Proposition 1.6.1] the identity
SΘ(v)

S(v)
 = TΞ(v)S(v), v ∈ D \ Zα,n,
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by a continuity argument one can find that
V (w) =

Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)On(w)
−1
R[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)Pn(w)

.
Furthermore, by setting N(w) := P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)S(w), Remark 4.1 leads along with Corollary 2.7 to the relation
V (w)− V◦(w) =

Q [α,n]n (w)
−1
Q [α,n]n (w)O
[α,n]
n (w)+ bαn(w)Q [α,n]n (w)Qn(w)S(w)
− R[α,n]n (w)P [α,n]n (w)− bαn(w)R[α,n]n (w)Rn(w)S(w)

N(w)
−1
= −ηn 1− |αn|
2
(1− αnw)2 Bα,n(w)

Q [α,n]n (w)
−1
S(w)

N(w)
−1
. (38)
Since the Blaschke product Bα,n has a zero of order lj + 1 at the point βj for each j ∈ N0,m (note (32) and (33), (2) and (3)),
one can finally conclude
V (t)(βk) = V (t)◦ (βk), t ∈ N0,lk , k ∈ N0,m,
i.e.∆[V ] = ∆[V◦]. The rest of the assertion follows from Corollary 2.6 using a basic result on inverting linear fractional matrix
transformations (see, e.g., [7, Proposition 1.6.2]). 
Lemma 4.3. If [(Ok)nk=0, (Qk)nk=0] (resp., [(Pk)nk=0, (Rk)nk=0]) is the first (resp., the second) SNP pair of rational matrix functions
corresponding to (αk,Fk)nk=0, with some sequence (Fk)nk=0 of strictly contractive p× q matrices, so that ∆[V◦] = ∆[V◦], where V◦
is defined as in (34) and the functionV◦ similarly byV◦(w) :=O[α,n]n (w)P [α,n]n (w)−1, w ∈ D, (39)
then the equalityFk = Fk holds for each k ∈ N0,n.
Proof. By virtue of (4), (6) and (1) we have for eachw ∈ D the relations
F0 =O[α,0]0 (w)P [α,0]0 (w)−1, F0 = O[α,0]0 (w)P [α,0]0 (w)−1, (40)
and soF0 = F0 follows evidently if n = 0. Now let n > 0. In view of the recursions defining SNP pairs of rational matrix
functions, (1), and the condition∆[V◦] = ∆[V◦] we obtain that the values of the matrix-valued functionsO[α,n−1]n−1 + bαn−1Qn−1FnP [α,n−1]n−1 + bαn−1Rn−1Fn−1,
O[α,n−1]n−1 + bαn−1Qn−1Fn

P [α,n−1]n−1 + bαn−1Rn−1Fn
−1
and their derivatives up to the order lj at the point βj for each j ∈ N0,m coincide. Because of Lemma 4.2, a successive
continuation of this procedure yields that, for each k ∈ N1,n, the values of the matrix-valued functionsO[α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Qk−1FkP [α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Rk−1Fk−1,
O[α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Qk−1Fk

P [α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Rk−1Fk
−1
and their derivatives up to the order rj,k − 1 at any point βj contained in the sequence (αℓ)kℓ=0 (where rj,k stands for the
number how many times) coincide and in particular that
O[α,0]0 (α0)P [α,0]0 (α0)−1 = O[α,0]0 (α0) P [α,0]0 (α0)−1. (41)
In the following, by induction on k, we verify thatFk = Fk holds for each k ∈ N0,n. In the case of k = 0, the equalities (40)
and (41) supply immediatelyF0 = F0.
Now let k ∈ N1,n and we assume thatFj = Fj is already proved for each j ∈ N0,k−1. In view of this induction assumption,
the definition of SNP pairs of rational matrix functions, and the considerations below of the proof we obtain that the values
of the functions
O[α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Qk−1FkP [α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Rk−1Fk−1,
O[α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Qk−1Fk

P [α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Rk−1Fk
−1
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and their derivatives up to the order rj,k− 1 at any point βj contained in the sequence (αℓ)kℓ=0 coincide on the one hand and
on the other hand, by setting
Nk := P [α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1Rk−1Fk and Nk := Q [α,k−1]k−1 + bαk−1FkOk−1,
Remark 4.1, Lemma 4.2, and Corollary 2.7 provide for eachw ∈ D the identity
O[α,k−1]k−1 (w)+ bαk−1(w)Qk−1(w)Fk

P [α,k−1]k−1 (w)+ bαk−1(w)Rk−1(w)Fk
−1
−

O[α,k−1]k−1 (w)+ bαk−1(w)Qk−1(w)FkP [α,k−1]k−1 (w)+ bαk−1(w)Rk−1(w)Fk−1
= Nk(w)−1Q [α,k−1]k−1 (w)O[α,k−1]k−1 (w)+ bαk−1(w)FkOk−1(w)O[α,k−1]k−1 (w)
+ bαk−1(w)Q [α,k−1]k−1 (w)Qk−1(w)Fk +

bαk−1(w)
2FkOk−1(w)Qk−1(w)Fk
− bαk−1(w)R[α,k−1]k−1 (w)Rk−1(w)Fk −

bαk−1(w)
2FkPk−1(w)Rk−1(w)Fk
− R[α,k−1]k−1 (w)P [α,k−1]k−1 (w)− bαk−1(w)FkPk−1(w)P [α,k−1]k−1 (w)Nk(w)−1
= ηk−1 1− |αk−1|
2
(1− αk−1w)2 Bα,k−1(w)
Nk(w)−1(Fk − Fk)Nk(w)−1.
Since ηk−1(1− |αk−1|2) ≠ 0 and since the Blaschke product Bα,k−1 has in view of (32) and (33), (2) and (3) only k zeros (at
α0, α1, . . . , αk−1), one can finally concludeFk = Fk. 
For the reader’s convenience, below we state briefly the Schur–Nevanlinna–Potapov algorithm (SNP algorithm for short)
for p× q Schur functions studied in [30, Section 5] (see also [31]). Let S ∈ Sp×q(D) and let ζ0, ζ1, ζ2, . . . ∈ D. We set S0 := S
and S0 := S0(ζ0). If S0 is a strictly contractive p × q matrix then for each w ∈ D the matrix Iq − S∗0S0(w) is non-singular
(cf. [7, Remark 1.1.2 and Lemma 1.1.13]) and we can define the matrix function (holomorphic in D)
S1 := 1bζ0
(Ip − S0S∗0)−
1
2 (S0 − S0)(Iq − S∗0S0)−1(Iq − S∗0S0)
1
2
and recursively if for k ∈ N0 the function Sk is already defined and
Sk := Sk(ζk) (42)
is a strictly contractive p× qmatrix then
Sk+1 := 1bζk
(Ip − SkS∗k)−
1
2 (Sk − Sk)(Iq − S∗kSk)−1(Iq − S∗kSk)
1
2 , (43)
where bζk is given as in (3) concerning ζk. If S ∈ Sp×q(D) and ζ0, ζ1, ζ2, . . . ∈ D so that the SNP algorithm can be carried
out at least r times (that is after obtaining Sr and Sr ) then (Sk)rk=0 given by (42) is called the sequence of SNP parameters
associated with [S, (ζk)rk=0].
Using (7), (35), and [7, Lemma 1.1.12], the relation (43) can be written as
bζk(w)Sk+1(w) = SH−Sk

Sk(w)

, w ∈ D.
Thus, for eachw ∈ D, [7, Proposition 1.6.2 and Lemma 3.6.32] imply
Sk(w) = S(H−Sk )−1

bζk(w)Sk+1(w)
 = S8k(w)Sk+1(w)
with
8k(w) := HSk bζk(w)Ip 00 Iq

and, by virtue of [7, Proposition 1.6.3], consequently
S(w) ≡ S0(w) = S80(w) S81(w) · · · S8k(w)Sk+1(w) · · · = S80(w)81(w)...8k(w)Sk+1(w). (44)
The algorithm defines p × q Schur functions S0, S1, S2, . . . (cf. (43) and [7, Theorem 1.6.1]). It breaks down after the rth
step (that means after obtaining Sr and Sr ) if and only if Ip − S∗r Sr (resp., Iq − SrS∗r ) is a singular matrix.
Now we are able to prove the already announced parameterization of the solution set S∆ of Problem (MNP) in the non-
degenerate case by linear fractional matrix transformations in terms of SNP pairs of rational matrix functions.
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Theorem 4.4. Let ∆ be a given data set (31)whereby P∆ > 0 (resp.,P∆ > 0). Furthermore, let V• ∈ S∆, let (αk)nk=0 be given by
(32) and (33), and let (Sk)nk=0 be the sequence of SNP parameters associated with [V•, (αk)nk=0]. If V ∈ Sp×q(D) then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) V ∈ S∆.
(ii) (Sk)nk=0 is the sequence of SNP parameters associated with [V , (αk)nk=0].
In addition, if [(Ok)nk=0, (Qk)nk=0] (resp., [(Pk)nk=0, (Rk)nk=0]) stands for the first (resp., second) SNP pair of rational matrix functions
corresponding to (αk, Fk)nk=0, where F0 := S0 and Fk := −ηk−1Sk for each k ∈ N1,n, then the statement (i) is also equivalent to:
(iii) There is an S ∈ Sp×q(D) so that V admits, for allw ∈ D, the description
V (w) =

O[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Qn(w)S(w)

P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)S(w)
−1
.
(iv) There is anS ∈ Sp×q(D) so that V admits, for allw ∈ D, the description
V (w) =

Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)On(w)−1R[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S(w)Pn(w).
Moreover, if (i) holds then S =S and the function S can be recovered, for eachw ∈ D \ Zα,n, via the formulae (36) and (37).
Proof. Let w ∈ D. Note firstly that a combination of [30, Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 5.5] with [29, Corollary 3.2] implies
that the SNP algorithm can be carried out at least n + 1 times for some V ∈ Sp×q(D) and for any choice of points
ζ0, ζ1, . . . , ζn+1 ∈ D if and only if the matrix P∆[V ] (resp.,P∆[V ] ) is non-singular. Thus, by the assumption P∆ > 0 (resp.,P∆ > 0), for any solution of Problem (MNP) the SNP algorithm can be carried out (at least) n + 1 times. Consequently, we
can suppose in the following a given p× q Schur function V for which the SNP algorithm can be carried out (at least) n+ 1
times. In particular (cf. (42) and (44)), we find SNP parametersS0,S1, . . . ,Sn associated with the pair [V , (αk)nk=0]which are
strictly contractive p× qmatrices and a p× q Schur function Vn+1 such that
V (w) = S8(w)

Vn+1(w)

(45)
holds, where
8(w) :=
y
n∏
k=0
8k(w) := 80(w)81(w) · · ·8n(w)
and (by using (7))
8k(w) := HSk bαk(w)Ip 00 Iq

, k ∈ N0,n.
By virtue of (7) and (9), with η−1 := −1 one can also write
8(w) =
 y
n∏
k=0
H−ηk−1Sk

bαk(w)Ip 0
0 ηkηk−1 Iq

Ip 0
0 −ηnIq

. (46)
We define now [(Ok)nk=0, (Qk)nk=0] (resp., [(Pk)nk=0, (Rk)nk=0]) as the first (resp., second) SNP pair of rational matrix functions
corresponding to (αk,Fk)nk=0 withFk := −ηk−1Sk for each k ∈ N0,n subject to Section 2. Thus, setting
2k(w) := HFk bαk(w)Ip 00 ηkηk−1 Iq

, k ∈ N0,n,
Theorem 2.2 yields the identity
bαn(w)Qn(w) O[α,n]n (w)
bαn(w)Rn(w) P [α,n]n (w)

=

1− |αn|2
1− αnw
20(w)21(w) · · ·2n(w),
while (46) implies
8(w) =
 y
n∏
k=0
Θk(w)Ip 00 −ηnIq

.
Therefore, by (45), Remark 4.1, (35), and [7, Proposition 1.6.3], we see that
V (w) =
O[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Qn(w)S(w)P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)S(w)−1 (47)
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with S(w) := −ηnVn+1(w). Obviously, S ∈ Sp×q(D) because Vn+1 ∈ Sp×q(D). Moreover, via the construction of the matrix
functionsOn andPn, Lemma 4.2 provides that the p× q Schur functionV◦ given as in (39) fulfills∆[V ] = ∆[V◦]. In particular,
since V• ∈ S∆, the considerations above supply that
V•(w) =

O[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Qn(w)S•(w)

P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)S•(w)
−1
for some S• ∈ Sp×q(D) and that the function V◦ given as in (34) fulfills∆[V•] = ∆[V◦]. Consequently, if V ∈ S∆ then
∆[V◦] = ∆[V ] = ∆[V•] = ∆[V◦]
and hence Lemma 4.3 yieldsFk = Fk (i.e.Sk = Sk) for each k ∈ N0,n. Therefore, (i) implicates (ii). Furthermore, if (ii)
holds then (47) implies that V admits the representation stated in (iii) with S(w) := −ηnVn+1(w). If (iii) holds then from
Lemma 4.2 one can get
∆[V ] = ∆[V◦] = ∆[V•],
i.e. V ∈ S∆. Thus, the statements (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. Based on it, the remaining part of the assertion is an easy
consequence of Lemma 4.2. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4.4 is closely related to [7, Corollary 3.8.1] which is a matrix version of Schur’s
classical result that, for each l ∈ N, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the first l Taylor coefficients of a Schur
function at the point zero and the first l corresponding Schur parameters. Applying appropriate conformal mappings of the
open unit diskD onto itself, one can obtain a similar result with respect to arbitrary pointsβ0, β1, . . . , βm ∈ D. Nevertheless,
it seems to be really hard and unwieldy to derive the equivalence of (i) and (ii) directly from [7, Corollary 3.8.1], since the
underlying sequence (αk)nk=0 has only to fulfill (33) and hence the points α0, α1, . . . , αn are not strictly in the order as
(γk)
n
k=0 defined by (32). Furthermore, in the case of the finite Taylor coefficient problem at zero, i.e. ifm := 0 and if β0 := 0
in Problem (MNP) is chosen, the equivalence of (i), (iii), and (iv) in Theorem 4.4 leads to [16, Theorem 14].
For a fixed pointw ∈ D, now we study the geometric structure of the set
K∆,w := {V (w) : V ∈ S∆} (48)
in the non-degenerate situation. Clearly, we have
K∆,βk = {Vk0} , k ∈ N0,m, (49)
where Vk0 is the prescribed value in Problem (MNP). In general (cf. [32, Section 2]), the set K∆,w is a so-called Weyl matrix
ball K(M; L,R)with certain complex p× qmatrixM, complex p× pmatrix L, and complex q× qmatrix R, i.e. the set of all
complex p× qmatrices X fulfilling X = M+ LKR for some contractive p× qmatrix K.
Proposition 4.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.4, if w ∈ D is fixed then the set K∆,w in (48) can be described by
K∆,w = K

Mn,w; |Bα,n(w)|L
1
2
n,w,R
1
2
n,w

,
where
Mn,w := |1− αnw|
2
1− |αn|2 Ln,w

Q [α,n]n (w)
∗
R[α,n]n (w)− |bαn(w)|2

On(w)
∗
Pn(w)

,
Ln,w := 1− |αn|
2
|1− αnw|2

Q [α,n]n (w)
∗
Q [α,n]n (w)− |bαn(w)|2

On(w)
∗
On(w)
−1
,
Rn,w := 1− |αn|
2
|1− αnw|2

P [α,n]n (w)

P [α,n]n (w)
∗ − |bαn(w)|2Rn(w)Rn(w)∗−1.
Moreover, the complex p× q matrixMn,w admits also the representation
Mn,w = |1− αnw|
2
1− |αn|2

O[α,n]n (w)

P [α,n]n (w)
∗ − |bαn(w)|2Qn(w)Rn(w)∗Rn,w.
Proof. The assertion can be deduced from a general result on linear fractional transformations of complex p × q matrices
(cf. [31, Appendix], [32, Theorem 1 in Section 2], and [28, Chapter 6]). Essentially, following the line of argument as in the
proof of [16, Theorem 16], based on Theorem 4.4, as well as Corollaries 2.3 and 2.6 we get the assertion. 
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Remark 4.6. Letw ∈ D be fixed. If we set Sn(w) := −bαn(w)On(w)

Q [α,n]n (w)
−1
then in view of Proposition 4.5, as well as
Corollaries 2.3 and 2.7 it follows that
Mn,w =

Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)

Sn(w)
∗
On(w)
−1
R[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)

Sn(w)
∗
Pn(w)

,
Mn,w =

O[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Qn(w)

Sn(w)
∗
P [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)Rn(w)

Sn(w)
∗−1
,
Ln,w = 1− |αn|
2
|1− αnw|2

Q [α,n]n (w)
−1Ip − Sn(w)∗Sn(w)−1Q [α,n]n (w)−1∗,
Rn,w = 1− |αn|
2
|1− αnw|2

P [α,n]n (w)
−1∗Iq − Sn(w)Sn(w)∗−1P [α,n]n (w)−1.
In particular (keep in mind Proposition 2.10 and [7, Lemma 1.1.8]), we get
det Ln,w = detRn,w. (50)
Note that the centerM of some matrix ball K(M; L,R) is uniquely determined, but not the semi-radii L and R (see, e.g.,
[7, Corollary 1.5.1 and Theorem 1.5.2]). Hence, the concrete order of the points in the underlying sequence (αj)nj=0 subject
to (32) and (33) does obviously not have an influence on the shape of the matrixMn,w given by Proposition 4.5. In view of
(50) and [7, Theorem 1.5.2] one can see that also the choice of Ln,w and Rn,w in Proposition 4.5 includes this property.
Remark 4.7. If w ∈ D and if Sw stands for the constant function on D with value

Sn(w)
∗
, where Sn(w) is defined as in
Remark 4.6, then Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.6 show that, by
Vw(v) :=

Q [α,n]n (v)+ bαn(v)Sw(v)On(v)
−1
R[α,n]n (v)+ bαn(v)Sw(v)Pn(v)

, v ∈ D,
a p × q Schur function Vw is defined which belongs to S∆ and which satisfies additionally the identity Vw(w) = Mn,w .
Moreover, if we define the matrix functions V• and S• via
V•(w) := Mn,w and S•(w) :=

Sn(w)
∗
, w ∈ D,
then V• is continuous, satisfies V•(βk) = Vk0 for all k ∈ N0,m, and admits the representation
V•(w) =

Q [α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S•(w)On(w)
−1
R[α,n]n (w)+ bαn(w)S•(w)Pn(w)

for each w ∈ D. However, since the matrix function S• is not holomorphic in D (in particular S• ∉ Sp×q(D)), in view of
Theorem 4.4 it follows V• ∉ S∆.
Remark 4.8. By Theorem3.2 and (16)we see that, for eachw ∈ D, thematricesMn,w , Ln,w , andRn,w stated in Proposition 4.5
can be recovered via
1
1− |w|2Mn,w = Ln,w
 n−
j=0

Oj(w)
∗
Pj(w)

=
 n−
j=0
Qj(w)

Rj(w)
∗Rn,w,
Ln,w =

Ip +

1− |w|2 n−
j=0

Oj(w)
∗
Oj(w)
−1
, Rn,w =

Iq +

1− |w|2 n−
j=0
Rj(w)

Rj(w)
∗−1
.
Remark 4.9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.4 be fulfilled, let k ∈ N0,m, and let the underlying sequence (αj)nj=0 be
satisfying the additional condition αn = βk. Clearly (note (49) and Proposition 4.5), we have
Vk0 = 0⇐⇒ Mn,βk = 0,
where in the case of n = 0 from (42), (4) and (6) it follows that V00 = 0 if and only if O0 (resp., R0) is the complex q × p
matrix function with value 0. Moreover, if n ≥ 1 then, by virtue of Remarks 4.8 and 3.4, we see that
Vk0 = 0⇐⇒ On ∈ R˘q×pα,n−1 ⇐⇒ Rn ∈ R˘q×pα,n−1.
Let k ∈ N0,m. Since K∆,βk given by (48) contains (at least) the required value Vk0 from Problem (MNP), this set is
extraneous. But following the idea of [33, Section 6] concerning complex-valued functions, if we consider in the non-
degenerate case instead the set
K′∆,βk :=

1
(lk + 1)!V
(lk+1)(βk) : V ∈ S∆

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then K′∆,βk fills a (nontrivial) matrix ball as well, where based on the matrices Ln,βk and Rn,βk defined in Proposition 4.5 one
can calculate semi-radii of this matrix ball. This will be emphasized by the concluding statement of this paper.
Proposition 4.10. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.4 be fulfilled. Let k ∈ N0,m, let the underlying sequence (αj)nj=0 be satisfying
the additional condition αn = βk, and let the complex matrices Ln,βk and Rn,βk be defined as in Proposition 4.5. Furthermore, let
M′n,βk :=
1
(lk + 1)!V
(lk+1)◦ (βk),
where the rational matrix-valued function V◦ is given by (34). Then
K′∆,βk = K

M′n,βk;
1
(1− |βk|2)lk+1
 m∏
j=0
j≠k
|bβj(βk)|lj+1
 L 12n,βk ,R 12n,βk.
Proof. The definition of Ln,βk (resp., Rn,βk ) implies by virtue of αn = βk, bαn(αn) = 0, and the polar decomposition of
matrices the existence of a unitary p× pmatrix V (resp., unitary q× qmatrix U) such that the relation
1
1− |βk|2

Q [α,n]n (βk)
−1 = L 12n,βkV resp., 11− |βk|2 P [α,n]n (βk)−1 = UR
1
2
n,βk

(51)
holds. Taking into account Theorem 4.4, (32), (33), (2), bαn(αn) = 0, αn = βk, and the fact that by setting g := blk+1αn it follows
1
(lk + 1)!g
(lk+1)(αn) = 1
ηn(|αn|2 − 1)
lk+1 ,
based on (38), a straightforward calculation yields
1
(lk + 1)!V
(lk+1)(βk)− 1
(lk + 1)!V
(lk+1)◦ (βk)
= 1
ηn(|βk|2 − 1)
lk+2
 m∏
j=0
j≠k

bβj(βk)
lj+1Q [α,n]n (βk)−1S(βk)P [α,n]n (βk)−1
for each V ∈ S∆ with some S ∈ Sp×q(D) (and any S ∈ Sp×q(D) can appear). Therefore, in view of (51), one can conclude the
assertion. 
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